Dr. Zapas had already gained a reputation in the early sixties in specialist circles with his studies on linear mechanical and material properties and the phenom enology of non-linear properties. Together with Barry, Bernstein und Elliot A. Kearsley, he formulated a phenomenological model of non-linear viscoelastic properties based solely on physical principles. The model became known as the BKZ or K-BKZ model. It was one of the first "single integral" models and is still valid today. In studies extending over many years, Zapas has demonstrated the practical applicability of the BKZ model to countless materials from very liquid polymer solutions to solid-like cured rubber. The model has been repeatedly improved by Zapas. It gained additional importance a few years ago when it was discovered that the molecular theory of polymers, such as the Doi-Edwards theory led to an approxima tion of the BKZ model.
All over the world
When Dr. Zapas recounts his life, it sounds like a thriller novel. Born i n 1922 in Willing/West Virginia, USA, he was orphaned at an early age and was adop ted by an uncle in Egypt. He went to grammar school in Greece at the age of eleven, spent some time in France studying architecture but returned to the Poly technik in Athens in 1940. The chaos of the Second World War led him to turn his back on Europe and pick up the threads in the USA. On the way he was impris oned in Turkey in a concentration camp by German troops. He escaped in dramatic fashion and finally reached the USA, worn out, ill, but with undiminished optimism.
He was just 21, was at home everywhere but no where, spoke six languages fluently and hand a tumul tuous period behind him and faced an uncertain future. He dreamt of becoming a painter or sculptor but finally decided to study at the University of Pittsburgh where he gained his MSc in Chemical Engineering in 1949. Here, he first "stumbled" over the term "rheology". At the time he did not know that he would remain fasci nated with this science for the rest of his life. His research formed the starting point for numerous studies by other rheologists. Zapas not only intro duced widespread experimental methods for studying non-linear rheology but was also the first to use iso chronal data . The term of multistep strains and various techniques for correcting step-strain data for the finite step-time are also due to him and are widely recog nised by experts. The concepts of non-linear rheology was applied for the first time not only to polymer liq Uids but to rubber products, polymer glass and semi crystalline polymers.
The list of his pioneering work and successes in rheo logical research could be continued indefinitely. His activities are not limited to rheology as a scientific dis cipline, Zapas also has a close personal contact with rheologists as people. He ungrudgingly shared his re search results with colleagues, taught and helped stu dents and specialists with the same devotion. Above all, he tried to build up a rheological team spirit, a rheological society in which every gives and takes, where everybody feels at home. Just like him. :m!Rh
